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Abstract: The optical property of TiO2 plays an important

role in its various and promising photocatalytic applications.
Previous efforts in improving its optical properties include
doping with various metal and/or non-metal elements, cou-

pling with other colorful semiconductors or molecules, and
hydrogenating to crystalline/disordered core/shell nanostruc-

tures. Here, we report a beautiful green TiO2 achieved by
forming the charge-transfer complex of colorless hydrazine

groups and surface Ti4 + , which extends the optical absorp-

tion into the near infrared region (&1100 nm, 1.05 eV). It

shows an enhanced photocatalytic performance in hydrogen

generation under simulated sunlight, and degradation of or-
ganic pollution under visible light due to an impurity state
(about 0.28 eV) resulting in fast electron–hole separation

and injection of electrons from the ligand to the conduction
band of TiO2. This study demonstrates an alternative ap-

proach to tune the optical, impurity state and photocatalytic
properties of TiO2 nanoparticles and we believe this will spur

a wide interest in related materials and applications.

Introduction

Solar-driven photocatalytic hydrogen evolution and organic
pollution removal are promising approaches to tackle the in-
creasing renewable energy needs and environmental pollution

concerns.[1] Titanium oxide is one of most attractive photocata-
lysts because of its numerous advantages and extraordinary

photocatalytic activity.[2] However, TiO2 has a wide band gap
about 3.0–3.2 eV and only absorbs the ultraviolet (UV) light,
which accounts for less than 5 % of the natural sunlight spec-
tra. In the past several decades, constant efforts have been

made to increase its optical absorption from the UV to the visi-
ble or infrared light regions, which account for 43 and 52 % of
the solar spectrum, respectively. These efforts have included

doping the lattice of TiO2 with metal and/or non-metal
atoms,[3] coupling with other colorful semiconductors or mole-

cules,[4] loading with plasmonic noble-metal nanoparticles,[5]

and hydrogenating to crystalline/disordered core/shell nano-
structures.[6] For example, in the early 1990’s, Choi et al. did

a thorough study on metal doping in TiO2 nanoparticles and
found that in general its optical absorption was effectively

shifted to the visible-light region, enhancing its photocatalytic
activities, which were observed in the removal of various or-
ganic pollutants.[3a] Combinations of various metal doping
were attempted and similar conclusions were obtained.[3a, 7]

The report of nitrogen doping in 2001 spurred a wide research
interest in non-metal doping in TiO2 and/or the combination
of various metal/non-metal or non-metal/non-metal doping,
resulting in various visible-light optical absorption and activi-
ties.[3b,c, 8] Recent improvements of hydrogenation through the

optical and photocatalytic activities has further stimulated re-
search efforts in TiO2 photocatalysis through optical property

modifications.[5a] The hydrogenation process generally introdu-

ces a crystalline/disordered core/shell nanostructure, and
a near-infrared absorption (onset absorption at 1200 nm in

wavelength),[5a] a large shift in the valence-band edge, and
large improvements in photocatalytic activities.[5a] Controlling

the hydrogenation conditions further tune the optical proper-
ties and other physical and/or chemical characteristics for pho-
tocatalysis.[9] The crystalline/disordered core/shell nanostruc-

ture also benefits the charge separation process in photocatal-
ysis, with similar functions to the p–n heterojunctions.[10] Com-

binations of metal/non-metal doping, and hydrogenation have
been recently pursued to take advantage of both approaches

and promising results are frequently reported.[11] These ap-
proaches have also been expanded to many other material sys-
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tems to gain better optical and photocatalytic properties.[12]

Despite this steady progress, the optical properties of TiO2 is

still far from satisfactory, and new approaches are desired to
provide in tuning the optical and photocatalytic properties of

TiO2 and other materials.
Forming multiple ring coordination of bidendate benzene

derivatives with surface Ti-atoms was reported to improve the
optical and charge-separation properties of TiO2 nanocrytals,
including vitamin C,[13] catecholate,[14] salicylic acid,[15] and gallic

acid.[16] In those cases, electrons transferred from coordinated
ligands to the conduction band of TiO2, inducing the red shift
of the absorption edge and the holes located in the surface
complex. In this work, we first present a bidendate ligand con-

taining nitrogen atoms (hydrazine molecule) to modify the op-
tical properties and introduce an impurity state into TiO2 pho-

tocatalysts, distinct from the previous benzene derivatives. The

green TiO2 nanocrystal displays excellent photocatalytic activity
for both hydrogen evolution under simulated sunlight and or-

ganic pollutant removal under visible light. Thus, this study
successfully demonstrates a new substitution in steering the

optical, impurity state, and photocatalytic properties of TiO2.

Results and Discussion

Figure 1 A shows a photo of the green TiO2 sample obtained

by the condensation reaction in the presence of hydrazine
monohydrochloride; notably, white TiO2 was obtained in the

absence of hydrazine monohydrochloride. The green TiO2 dis-

played an enhanced absorption both in the ultraviolet- and
visible-light region as compared to white TiO2. A small peak

around 700 nm was observed for green TiO2, likely ascribed to
the charge transfer between the hydrazine molecule and Ti

atoms. According to the Kubelka–Munk formula,[17] a narrowed
optical band gap of green TiO2 (2.84 eV) was achieved com-

pared with that of white TiO2 (3.15 eV). Moreover, the green

TiO2 extended the absorption to about 1100 nm (1.05 eV) in
Figure 1 B.

The XRD patterns of the white and green TiO2 are shown in
Figure 1 C. The white TiO2 displayed a typical anatase structure

(JCPDS no. 21-1272) with diffraction peaks around 25.2, 37.9,
47.8, 54.3, and 62.78 in a 2 theta value, corresponding to the

(101), (004), (200), (105)/(201), and (204) plane, respectively.
However, the green TiO2 had a stronger and wider (101) peak

than white TiO2 along with a broad background, indicating
a preferential [101] growth direction of green TiO2 and much
smaller particle size. This large background possibly came from

a large amount of amorphous phase without a long-range
crystallinity on green TiO2. The transmission electron microsco-

py (TEM) image in Figure 1 D confirmed the green TiO2 had
a very small particle size around 10 nm, although aggregation

was also seen. The high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) image in Fig-

ure 1 E further indicated the green TiO2 nanocrystals had
a high crystallinity from the clear and well-resolved crystal latti-

ces. The lattice spacing of 0.352 nm corresponded to the (101)
plane of anatase TiO2. The strong Raman peaks around 164.2,

422.5, 536.5, and 662.3 cm@1 indicated a crystalline anatase
phase for both the white and green TiO2 in Figure 1 F.[14] The

difference was that green TiO2 had a much stronger photolu-
minescence background, indicating that the green TiO2 had

more defects or amorphous phases than the white TiO2, identi-
cal to the XRD results.

To determine what induced the beautiful green color and

defects on TiO2, we analyzed the surface chemical properties
using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), 1H NMR, and

Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy. The white and
green TiO2 had similar XPS spectra with signals from titanium,
oxygen, carbon, and a trace amount of nitrogen in Figure 2 A.
The carbon signal from the carbon deposition in the XPS mea-

surement was calibrated to 284.6 eV for the binding energy.
The content of nitrogen apparently increased further on the
surface of the green TiO2 than that on the white TiO2. From

Figure 2 B and C, no distinct change was observed in Ti 2p and
O 2p spectra in both the white and green TiO2. Two peaks at

458.4 and 464.1 eV were ascribed to the Ti 2p3/2 and Ti 2p1/2
of Ti4+ ions,[2, 4c, 10b] and no Ti3 + or other lower valence species

was observed because no shoulders were observed at lower

binding energy.[18] One main peak at 530.0 eV and a small
shoulder peak at 532.0 eV were attributed to the lattice

oxygen and some hydroxyl groups, likely from adsorbed water
on the surface, respectively.[10b] However, the N 1s XPS spectra

of green TiO2 varied from that of white TiO2 in Figure 2 D. The
main peak around 402.4 eV was likely from the nitrogen in the

Figure 1. (A) A digital picture of the green TiO2 ; (B) UV/Vis diffusion reflec-
tion spectra and (C) XRD patterns of the white and green TiO2 ; (D) TEM and
(E) HRTEM images of the green TiO2 ; and (F) Raman spectra of the white and
green TiO2.
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adsorbed organic molecule. A weak peak at around 400.6 eV
was likely associated with the coordinated N atoms joining in

TiO2 lattice,[18] which appeared at a higher binding energy of
400.9 eV in the green TiO2. This suggested an electron devia-
tion existed from coordinated hydrazine to TiO2. Meanwhile,

the intensity dramatically increased compared to that of white
TiO2, indicating that the hydrazine molecule was more inclined

to coordinate with Ti atoms than with DMF, which terminated
the periodic structure of TiO2. The solid-state 1H NMR spectra
of the white and green TiO2 are shown in Figure 2 E. The com-
parison to those of pure TiO2 (Degussa P25) and pure hydra-

zine monohydrochloride is displayed in Figure S1 in the Sup-
porting Information. Both the white and green TiO2 had
a large broad peak near 5.43 ppm as well as two weak peaks

around 1.11 and 0.0 ppm, which were from the absorbed H2O
and -CH3 in the adsorbed DMF solvent on the surface, respec-

tively. However, a strong sharp peak near 2.80 ppm, lower than
that of hydrazine monohydrochloride (3.08 ppm), was ob-

served in green TiO2. This slight shift is likely ascribed to the N

in hydrazine substituting for the lattice O (XPS result). Accom-
panied with the appearance of the hydrazine molecule, the in-

tensities of the peaks from the adsorbed water and solvent de-
creased in the green TiO2 compared to the white TiO2.

The comparison of the FTIR spectra of hydrazine monohy-
drochoride, white TiO2, and green TiO2 is shown in Figure 2 F.

For white TiO2, the peaks at 1650 and 1420 cm@1 were likely
from the stretching of C=O groups and the bending variation

of -CH3 from the adsorbed DMF on the surface.[20] Neverthe-
less, the spectrum of green TiO2 was very distinct from that of

white TiO2, displaying a band at 1600 cm@1 and a peak at
1470 cm@1 from the N@H bending vibration in the hydrazine

molecules. A weak peak at 1026 cm@1 was ascribed to the -NH2

rocking vibration. Compared with the spectrum of hydrazine
monohydrochoride (1608, 1500, and 1094 cm@1), these peaks

shifted to a much lower wavenumber, indicating hydrazine
molecules were likely coordinating with surface Ti-atoms of
TiO2. The result is also consistent with the XPS and NMR meas-
urements. Thus, based on the above measurements, we con-

firmed that the N-atom in hydrazine coordinated the Ti4 + to
form a charge-transfer bond, which resulted in the absorption

at 700 nm in the UV/Vis spectra. This gave TiO2 a beautiful

green appearance. It should be noted that the substitution
from DMF did not induce a color change and the white TiO2

was still obtained, indicating no charge-transfer bonding for-
mation.

A first-principles density functional theory (DFT) calculation
was conducted to investigate the effect of hydrazine on the

band structure. We calculated the model of a hydrazine mole-

cule coordinated on the (001) surface, because XRD and
HRTEM results showed that the hydrazine molecule led to

a predominant growth of the green TiO2 as well as the [101]
direction. Firstly, if the N-atoms in impurity states were located

within the valence band instead of in the band gap, a large lat-
tice deformation should be observed (Figure S2–S4 in the Sup-

porting Information), which was not consistent with XRD and

TEM. However, when N-atoms in hydrazine substituted the sur-
face O-atoms and coordinated with Ti-atoms (see the surface

model of hydrazine on the TiO2 surface in Figure 3 A), two im-
purity bands in the band gap formed: a high-energy state

about 1.8 eV above the surface valence-band maximum, and
a low-energy state mixed with the surface states in the valence

band (Figures 3 B and S5). In this case, the electrons in the

high-energy impurity state were localized in the hydrazine
molecule, and those in the low-energy impurity state distribut-
ed on the TiO2 surface and the hydrazine molecule (Figure 3 C).

The photocatalytic activity of H2 evolution under both visible
and simulated solar light was evaluated in comparison to the
white TiO2 and commercial Degussa P25. Unfortunately, green

TiO2 had very low H2-evolution activity under visible light (re-
sults not shown here), but it showed 2.9- (3.27 mmol h@1 g@1)
and 2.3-fold higher activity than that of the white TiO2

(1.14 mmol h@1 g@1) and P25 (1.44 mmol h@1 g@1) at pH 1 under
simulated solar light, as shown in Figures 4 A and S6 A. In fact,

a pH-robust activity was observed across the entire pH range,
with an activity between 2.33 and 3.94 mmol h@1 g@1 at the pH

values of 1–13 (Figures 4 B and S6 B–H), indicating green TiO2

exhibited a high photocatalytic activity in generating H2 in
both acid and basic solutions.

Nevertheless, it is interesting that green TiO2 presented
a much better visible-light (l>400 nm) photocatalytic activity

on the degradation of organic pollutants than the white TiO2.
As shown in Figure 4 C, the green TiO2 showed 7.6- and 1.7-

Figure 2. (A) The survey, (B) Ti 2p; (C) O 1s; (D) N 1s core-level XPS spectrum
of white and green TiO2 ; (E) solid-state 1H NMR; and (F) FT-IR spectra of the
different samples.
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fold higher photocatalytic activity than those of the white TiO2

and N-TiO2, respectively, in decomposing methyl blue (MB).
Moreover, the degradation rate constant (k) of colorless salicyl-

ic acid (SA) on green TiO2 was 0.0852 h@1, which was 2.2 and
1.3 times that of white TiO2 (0.0393 h@1) and N-TiO2

(0.0645 h@1), respectively, as shown in Figure 4 D. The effect of
initial concentration of MB and SA on the k value has also

been investigated in Figure S7 (see the Supporting Informa-

tion). The optimal concentration of MB was about 10 mg L@1,
and the degrading rate constant was 9.15 V 10@3 min@1 (Fig-

ure S7 A), but k decreased with increasing initial concentration
of SA (Figure S7 B). Figure S8 shows that green TiO2 was stable

and still maintained excellent activity for the photocatalytic de-
grading MB after four successive recycling runs.

Generally, the photocatalytic H2 evolution and organic deg-
radation depended on the conduction band (CB) electrons re-
duction and radical oxidation, respectively. We analyzed the

change of band structure and charge transfer of white and
green TiO2 to determine the intrinsic reason of the enhanced

photocatalytic activity for green TiO2. The Mott–Schottky plots
of the white and green TiO2 give the plots of C@2 and E in the

potential range of @1.2–1.0 V versus Ag/AgCl (Figure 5 A). The

flat band potential was @0.75 and @0.98 V versus Ag/AgCl for
the white and green TiO2, and the corresponding CB potential

of white and green TiO2 was @0.53 and @0.76 eV (vs. normal
hydrogen electrode), respectively. Combining with the optical

band gap, the valence band (VB) potential was 2.62 and
2.08 eV for white and green TiO2, respectively. Thus, the impur-

Figure 3. (A) The surface model of the green TiO2 ; (B) DOS (Density of States) of the possible (001) surface of the green TiO2 ; (C) local charge density of hydra-
zine states: low-energy (left) and high-energy (right) impurity states.

Figure 4. (A) Photocatalytic hydrogen generation with the white and green TiO2 ; (B) the photocatalytic hydrogen generation with the green TiO2 at various
pH values under simulated sunlight irradiation, and photocatalytic degradation of MB (C) and SA (D) under visible light (l>400 nm).
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ity state was located at 0.28 eV according to the DFT calcula-

tions (1.8 eV above the valence band) and the UV/Vis DRS re-
sults. In Figure 5 B, the transient photocurrent increased sharp-

ly once the light illumination was activated, but dropped to
a minimum in the dark. White TiO2 displayed the steady and

reproducible on–off cycles for chopped illumination time.
However, an interesting phenomenon appeared on the green

TiO2, and the opposite photocurrent was produced under the

identical experimental condition. When a positive bias poten-
tial (0.1 V) was applied, the photocurrents became positive, as

shown in Figure S9 in the Supporting Information. According
to the DFT theory calculation results, we inferred that the neg-

ative photocurrent likely came from the electrons at the coor-
dinated hydrazine molecule with a high-energy state trans-

ferred to the CB of green TiO2. Thus, a scheme was proposed

to help understand the charge transfer and the enhanced pho-
tocatalytic activity of green TiO2 in Figure 5 C. The visible light
is not enough to excite electrons from the VB to CB (@0.76 eV)
of green TiO2, but electrons located at the impure high-energy

state can be excited to the CB of TiO2. Electrons can react with
O2 to superoxide radicals, oxidizing the organic contaminant.

However, under simulated sunlight, these electrons combined
with those coming from the VB of green TiO2 contributed to
the H2 evolution.

The Electrochemical impedance (EIS) spectra of the white
and green TiO2 are shown in Figure 5 D. According to the Gr-t-

zel’s report,[21] the high-frequency feature was attributed to the
charge transfer at the counter electrode, whereas the response

in the intermediate-frequency region was associated with the

electron transport in the working electrode, and the low-fre-
quency region indicated diffusion in the electrolyte. The white

TiO2 had a semicircle in high frequency from the charge trans-
fer at the counter Pt electrode along with a short straight line

at lower frequency from the diffusion-directed process. Al-
though the green TiO2 showed one semicircle for the charge

transfer at the counter Pt electrode in the high-frequency
region, and another semicircle at intermediate frequency due
to the electron transfer between TiO2 and hydrazine molecules
adsorbed on the surface, the straight line from the diffusion-di-

rected process was not observed, likely due to the dominating
charge transfer process over the diffusion process at low fre-

quency. This indicated the surface hydrazine groups can also
hamper the electron–hole recombination and lead to a higher

photocatalytic activity. The N2 adsorption–desorption isotherm
curves of the white and green TiO2 are shown in Figure S10
and S11 in the Supporting Information, respectively. Both of
them correspond to the classical type IV curve with an H2 hys-
teresis loop, suggesting the presence of a mesoporous frame-

work. Figure S11 suggested the average pore size was about
3.69 nm. These mesopores allowed the rapid diffusion of gas

and other photocatalytic reactants, enhancing the rate of pho-

tocatalytic reaction. A comparison of the Brunauer–Emmett–
Teller (BET) surface and pore size of the white and green TiO2

is displayed in Table S1. The green TiO2 had a larger BET surface
area (142.8 m2 g@1) than the white TiO2 (104.5 m2 g@1), but the

average pore size had no apparent change. The lager surface
area of the green TiO2 benefited the adsorption of pollution

and photocatalytic activity. Thus, green TiO2 showed a higher

photocatalytic H2-evolution performance under simulated solar
light and degrading environmental contaminants under visible

light over white TiO2 due to the electron transfer at a high
energy state, efficient separation of electrons and holes, and

a large BET surface area.

Conclusion

We have demonstrated the coordination of a hydrazine mole-

cule to the surface of titanium atoms to change the optical
property and band structure of a TiO2 photocatalyst. An impur-
ity state was created and a charge transfer induced TiO2 with

beautiful green color. The green TiO2 showed a pH-robust ac-
tivity across the entire pH range, with 2.9 (3.27 mmol h@1 g@1)

and 2.3-fold higher activity than that of the white TiO2

(1.14 mmol h@1 g@1) and P 25 (1.44 mmol h@1 g@1), respectively,

at pH 1 under simulated solar light, due to electron donation

from hydrazine to the CB of TiO2 and the efficient inhibition of
electrons and holes. Moreover, it also had high visible-light

performance on the degradation of organic contaminants with
7.6 times activity in decomposing MB and 2.2 times activity in

decomposing colorless SA as that of the white TiO2, respective-
ly, as a result of the contribution of the impurity band at high-

energy state and a large BET surface area. Distinct from previ-

ous doping, hydrogenating, or coupling efforts, this study thus
presents an alternative approach to improve the optical and

photocatalytic properties of TiO2. The findings may also be ap-
plied to other photocatalytic materials and applications.

Experimental Section

Synthesis of green TiO2 colloidal nanocrystal : The target material
was synthesized by a solvothermal method. Typically, 3 mL titani-
um isopropoxide was slowly added to 35 mL of DMF at ambient

Figure 5. (A) Mott–Schottky plots of the white and green TiO2 ; (B) the transi-
ent photocurrent responses in 0.5 m Na2SO4 aqueous solution; (C) the pro-
posed photocatalytic mechanism on green TiO2 ; and (D) EIS Nyquist plots.
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conditions by vigorously stirring, producing a completely transpar-
ent solution. A desired amount of hydrazine monohydrochloride
was added into the above solution with the molar ratio of
Ti :N2H5Cl being 0.5–2.5, then the solution was transferred into
a Teflon-lined, stainless steel autoclave at different temperatures of
140–200 8C for 12 h, obtaining a green powder. The products were
washed with anhydrous ethanol and deionized water, then dried at
100 8C for overnight. The pristine TiO2 was prepared by the same
method without adding hydrazine monohydrochloride.

Characterization : Crystal phases of the catalysts were tested on
a Rigaku Miniflex X-ray Diffractometer (XRD) with a CuKa (l=
0.15418 nm) radiation source. The morphology and structure were
studied on a high-resolution transmission electron microscope
(TEM, FEI Tecnai F20 STEM) with the electron accelerating voltage
of 200 kV. A small amount of powder sample dispersed in ethanol
was dropped onto a thin holey carbon film, and dried overnight
before TEM measurement. The surface area was calculated by the
BET method from nitrogen adsorption–desorption data, which was
measured on a Quanta-chrome autosorb-1 automated gas sorption
system at 77 K. XPS measurements were carried out on a Kratos
Axis 165 X-ray photoelectron spectrometer with an Al/Mg dual-
anode X-ray source, using a photon beam of 1486.6 eV, and all the
spectra were calibrated to the C 1s peak at 284.6 eV. The reflec-
tance spectra were collected with a UV-3600 UV/Vis spectrometer
with a fiber optical reflectance unit. BaSO4 power was used as the
reference material. The FTIR spectra were collected using
a Thermo-Nicolet iS10 FT-IR spectrometer with an attenuated total
reflectance (ATR) unit. Sample powders were pressed onto the
ZnSe crystal of the ATR unit, and the measurements were per-
formed in air at room temperature. The Raman spectra were col-
lected on an EZRaman-N bench top Raman spectrometer. The
Raman spectrometer was equipped with a diode laser and the ex-
citation wavelength was 785 nm. The spectrum range was from
100–3000 cm@1. All 1H NMR experiments were performed on an
8.45 tesla Oxford magnet with a three channel Tecmag Apollo
NMR console, using a home-built, doubly tuned, MAS solid-state
NMR probe with a 3.2 mm stator assembly from Revolution NMR.
The magic angle spinning rate was 8 kHz, the proton excitation
pulse during the Bloch decay experiment was about 50 kHz, and
each spectrum was acquired with 256 scans. The spectra were ex-
ternally referenced to adamantane. NMR spectra were acquired of
the both samples as well as an empty rotor to measure the hydro-
gen present. The contribution of the empty rotor was then sub-
tracted to obtain the information from the samples which was fur-
ther scaled by the mass of samples to give a quantitatively accu-
rate spectrum.

Theoretical calculation : All our calculations were based on DFT
within PBE + U approach (Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof). U = 10.0 eV
was applied to the Ti 3d states to deal with the band gap underes-
timation. In this scheme, the calculated band gap of bulk anatase
TiO2 was 3.08 eV (the experimental lattice parameters of a = 3.7842
and c = 9.5146 are used), which is approximate with the experi-
mental value of 3.2 eV. A (2 V 2) slab model was constructed to rep-
resent the (001) surface of anatase TiO2, containing six O-Ti-O
layers and a vacuum region of larger than 15 a. During structural
relaxation, the bottom trilayer is fixed to simulate the bulk environ-
ment, and all other layers are allowed to relax. The Brillouin zones
are sampled with a (3 V 3 V 1) Monkhorst–Pack mesh. The atomic
positions are fully relaxed until the residual forces are less than
0.01 eV/a.

Photoelectrochemical measurement : Photocurrents were mea-
sured on an electrochemical analyzer (CHI 660C) in a standard two-
electrode system with the as-prepared samples as the working

electrodes and a Pt plate as the counter electrode. A 150 W Xenon
lamp was used as the light source and the electrolyte was
0.5 mol L@1 Na2SO4 aqueous solution. For the working electrode,
10 mg of sample was dispersed in 4 mL ethanol to obtain a suspen-
sion. Then, the suspension was coated onto a glassy carbon elec-
trode and dried in an oven. EIS spectra of all samples were collect-
ed with a scan rate of 5 mVs@1, at the frequency of 5 Hz and of
0.1 V initial voltage which was obtained by measuring the open
circuit potential. For the working electrode, a sample (10 mg) was
dispersed in ethanol (1 mL) to obtain a slurry. Then, eight drops of
the slurry was coated onto a glassy carbon electrode and dried in
high pressure sodium lamp. A Pt wire was used on the counter
electrode.

Photocatalytic hydrogenation evolution test : 20 mg of samples
was dispersed with sonication in 100 mL (volume ratio = 1: 1) of
a CH3CH2OH/ H2O solution. HCl and NaOH were used to adjust the
pH value of solution. A suitable amount of H2PtCl6 solution was
added into the solution to make 0.6 wt % Pt on the photocatalysts.
Prior to the tests, the reactor was sealed and purged with Ar gas
for 20 min to ensure the removal of air. The reaction was conduct-
ed with a solar simulator under magnetic stirring. The solar simula-
tor (81094, Newport) has a 150 W Xe lamp with an AM 1.5 air mass
filter to simulate natural sunlight. At a 2 h interval, the gaseous re-
action products were monitored by a gas chromatography (Agilent
MicroGC) equipped with a thermal conductivity detector.

Photocatalytic degradation of contaminants : The photocatalytic
degradation of methyl blue (MB) and salicylic acid (SA) was per-
formed under visible-region irradiation using a 300 W Xe lamp
(CEL-HXF300) with a UV light filter, which cuts off the short wave-
length light (<400 nm). In a typical run, 10 mg of photocatalysts
was suspended in 50 mL of 10 mg L@1 MB or 5 V 10@5 mol L@1 SA
aqueous solution. Prior to light irradiation, the suspension was so-
nicated for 30 min and stirred for an hour in the dark to ensure the
establishment of the adsorption/desorption equilibrium on the cat-
alyst surface. Then the solution was placed in a quartz reaction
and stirred with a magnetic stirrer. At given time intervals, aliquot
4 mL solution was taken out. After the suspended catalysts were
removed by centrifugation, the concentration of MB and SA was
determined with a UV/Vis spectrophotometer (Cary 60).
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